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ChatGPT: Gender Equality Help or Hindrance?

Dear TWF Friends,

The emergence of artificial intelligence has been a major breakthrough in the tech world, and the
accessibility and prevalence of ChatGPT (and generative AI like it) are set to radically change the way we
work, acquire knowledge, write, and interact – with each other and with machines.

ChatGPT generates human-sounding responses to prompts, trawling the internet for information and
putting together responses based on what it finds. The applications for this are incredibly useful and
cover myriad mundane and time-consuming tasks, leaving individuals to focus on more creative,
engaging or complex decisions and helping them become more productive in the process. Last week,
scientists used AI to help them discover a new antibiotic. The potential is vast and it is only just
beginning.

We asked ChatGPT what the implications of its use are for gender equality and it wrote this:

ChatGPT largely eliminates human bias because it is programmes with no assumptions about gender or

other personal characteristics. This means that customers receive unbiased responses, regardless of
their gender identity or orientation.

Read More
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Gala Dinner 2023 – Save the Date!
We are excited to be hosting our in-person Gala
Dinner sponsored by Title Sponsor, Bloomberg, on
November 2, 2023, at The Ritz-Carlton Hong Kong.
We hope you can mark this special occasion in your
calendar. More details to follow! 

For information on sponsorship opportunities, please
contact Phoebe.Ho@twfhk.org
or Development@twfhk.org.

PROGRAMME UPDATES

Call for Applications: Join our Mentoring
Programme for Women Leaders!
TWF is launching the 15th year of the highly
acclaimed best-in-class Mentoring Programme for
Women Leaders. In this year-long programme, high-
potential female protégés will be paired with senior
women leaders across different sectors and
organisations to develop inclusive leaders and build
an ecosystem of gender advocates. By participating
in our Programme, you’ll gain valuable insights and
knowledge on Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, build
your confidence and expand your network of like-
minded women who are eager to give back to the
Hong Kong community. 

Learn more about the Mentoring Programme for
Women Leaders curriculum and its benefits here. 

Register now and join us in a community of inspiring
female leaders!

Mentoring Programme: Inclusive Leadership
Peer Panel
On May 18, we hosted our Inclusive Leadership #5
Peer Panel on the theme of "Walking our own
Journey through Vulnerability, Resilience, and
Courage". The event featured mentor panellists –
Donna Titley, Joanna Hotung, Kate Martin, and Shirla
Sum who shared their insights, experiences, and
expertise with our cohort. We extend our gratitude to
the Organising Committee members, Jessica Yam,
Joye Chow, Serina Suzuki, and Winnie Zhang, for
their dedication and hard work in planning and
executing the Peer Panel event.  

Boardroom Series: Cybersecurity
For the final workshop of the 2022-2023 Boardroom
Series, we were joined by Lanis Lam | KPMG to talk
about issues of cybersecurity in a board context. We
learnt about the importance of digital risk strategies
and discussed a case study on how board members
and senior management should prepare for and act
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in cases of cyber-attacks. Thank you KPMG for
hosting! 

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

TWF Featured in HKCSS Institute
During Meta's Good Cause Day 2022 co-hosted by
HKCSS, TWF Programme Director, Connie Cheung,
participated in a panel discussion alongside two
community programme participants, Priscilla and
Susanna. The discussion focused on TWF's
collaboration with Meta to equip students with STEM-
related skills and knowledge, as well as a workshop
aimed at enhancing women's tech knowledge to help
them realise their potential. Connie also shared
insights into TWF's work with Meta, highlighting the
importance of empowering women with technology
skills and knowledge.

JOB OPENINGS

Development Director
TWF is seeking a full-time Development Director. This is an outstanding opportunity for a fundraising /
development professional to have a purpose-driven role in an established and growing NGO, as well as
to work with a dynamic, creative team and wide range of corporate partners.

Programme Officer/Senior Officer, Pipeline Initiatives
TWF is seeking a full-time Programme Officer / Senior Officer to join its dynamic team. This is an exciting
opportunity to help amplify TWF’s voice in the community and contribute to a range of programmes and
initiatives that support the development of the pipeline of female talent.

IN THE COMMUNITY

Sign Up for Gay Games Hong Kong Now!
TWF is thrilled to support one of the largest inclusive,
community-based, multi-sport, and arts & culture
events in the world this November - Gay Games
Hong Kong 2023. The event will include an opening
ceremony, over 20 sports (including mahjong and
dragon boat), a festival village, arts and culture
festival, and closing ceremony. Anyone over 18 years
old is welcome to participate regardless of sexual
orientation, gender identity, race or ability: Games for
ALL. 

Sign up now and show your support for equity and
inclusion by championing Asia’s very first Gay
Games! Please contact hello@gghk2023.com if you
have any questions.
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• 11 emerging Asian women film and TV directors, from Pixar’s Domee Shi to Beef’s Hikari (SCMP)

• AI-Threatened Jobs Are Mostly Held by Women, Study Shows (Bloomberg)

• ‘Follow Your Passions’ Advice Keeps Women From STEM Fields, Says Research (Forbes)
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The Challenging

The Unexpected
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